Augustus's cities and will rule the world. He identifies Augustus Caesar, who will preside over a golden age and describes the greatness of other Roman heroes who will live during Augustus's reign. Anchises points out Aeneas's descendents, who will be great kings in Italy, and eventually in Rome. Anchises describes Rome's seven hills, and how it will be blessed above all cities and will rule the world. He identifies Augustus Caesar, who will preside over a golden age and describes the greatness of other Roman heroes who will live during Augustus's reign.

Book 6 in Virgil's The Aeneid? Check out our revolutionary side-by-side summary and analysis. Aeneas then notices the souls crowded near a river. Anchises explains that those souls have passed a thousand years in the Underworld, and, finally cleaned of their mortal pasts, they are preparing to re-enter the world in new bodies. He describes the greatness of other Roman heroes who will live during Augustus's reign. Anchises identifies Augustus Caesar, who will preside over a golden age and describes the greatness of other Roman heroes who will live during Augustus's reign.